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Abstract—Security issues mainly evolve from attacking the weakest link within the chain of the ecosystem. One of such weakest links with poor security posture is the smart devices used within a smart space and as Bring Your Own Device (BOYD) for the corporate sector. The main focus of this paper is to briefly highlight the issues and present a roadmap that will facilitate better cyber security footings for smart spaces ecosystems. Based on our findings, we have also proposed a Cyber Security Device nutrition Label (CyberSDnL) conceptual framework as a contribution to the knowledge within this field. Our contributions are threefold: 1) inform the user of the risk associated with their device; this is also a crucial requirement for organization in reference to the development of the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2) try to influence manufacturers to change their attitudes towards producing unsecured devices and 3) use this as a platform to create early warning systems to the ecosystem that will be able to stop already infected/insecure devices from proliferating vulnerabilities or risking the entire network/ecosystem from an attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Communications technologies, devices, and services are becoming more interconnected; hence an enabled future Internet of Things (IoT) connected home. Even though this development offers extensive assistance to home users, it also gives rise to new security threats as this device act as a means of data crowd-sensing agents. The development of ubiquitous computing; IoT to be more specific, has empowered the concept of a connected home ecosystem. This notion is around content anywhere, crowd-sensing and information sharing. Use of IoT devices within connected home ecosystems spawns a cumulative volume of data, habitually lacking the assent of the user, or the user being absolutely cognisant of the insinuations of partaking their personal data. This paper provides a new and easy to use security framework for home devices, with the aim of minimizing the security and privacy threats identified.

Arguably the Internet is one of the utmost human successes in terms of inter-connectivity of things and general telecommunication. However, the development of connected home ecosystems as a result of ubiquitous computing and IoT, promises to make things even more challenging in terms of security and offers more possibilities for improving our way of lives. As a result, users are demanding for seamless inter-connectivity of things to offer countless capabilities to users within their homes and offices. This development is a welcome development, nonetheless, it needs to be noted that it opens up more security and privacy issues for users and critical infrastructure. While we have knowledge of some of the possible vulnerabilities, that are normally only associated with traditional infrastructures, there has been little research and into the individual privacy matters as a result of an interconnected system where devices, with various level of complexity and security, exchange information via a wireless connection to the Internet. Interconnected smart spaces are acting as agent for crowd-sensing. An example of this merging is the control and monitoring of smart grid infrastructures via the use of mobile phones powered either using Android or iOS. Developments within the interconnected ecosystem and demand or seamless and wireless smart grid, coupled with the defencelessness of the smart connected home, will unavoidably lead to consequences in the event of a hacking attack, malware infection or Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), while the assortment of interconnected systems will likely convert a hub for criminal events, privacy breaches, and other cyber attacks, developing in a life-threatening security hallucination for users [2]. None of these devices used within such environments are developed and deployed with the capability or consideration of being shielded from hacking. Meanwhile, most IoT devices are designed to operate autonomously without considering long periods security protection.

The pace at which they have been spreading is growing exponentially: multiple studies suggest that more than 20 billion smart devices will be circulating by 2020 [9]. Such a complex interconnection and exchange of information requires the development of sophisticated technologies that will allow users, organizations, and the devices themselves, to be reliable, secure and efficient: the main purpose of a smart object is to make the life of the user easier [26]. The growing presence of these devices in our households also points to a level of trust that the consumer has in them. This reliance also led to question the quality, the security of the whole infrastructure, while pointing to the issue of privacy: where is personal information stored? Are they secured? Can we make sure that what we want to keep quiet, will remain private? These and additional questions were at the start of the development of the paper that this paper will explore.

Information security is can essentially be considered a societal problem rather than scientific issues. IoT provides avenues for people to generate snowballing volume of data, often lacking users knowledge, permissions and knowing its consequences. Whereby, this information is either administered by the service provider cloud service or other third parties. The development and inter-connectivity of smart devices within a connected ecosystem will be a vulnerability threat to an
individual user or a cumulative community of users. It is only now that society is starting to understand the security implications and costs of privacy, in both its legal and ethical senses [1]. Oberheide and Jahanian [29] have explored when and why it is more difficult to secure mobile devices in comparison to non-mobile equivalents. They derive a set of principles for mobile security.

A major issue that will be addressed is the freedom of information currently being presented on the devices that we use every day. At the present, this information is being shown or heard without any regard to whom that information is related too. The paper will address this issue by attempting to identify insecure apps and devices that not only hide or reveal information while been installed hence providing context-based security solutions, in the other words it will build a system which is privacy aware of its surroundings. Preliminary research found out that the concept of privacy is understood in a different way than the one used in this paper. The literature Xu [25] and Brauchi [6] addresses privacy concerns in a parallel to way to security concern, so privacy of information means that they are not shared outside the household or refers in general to the possible unwanted sharing of personal information as an issue of confidentiality [16]. For the aim of the paper, when talking about privacy, it will indicate the personal users privacy, and his ability to decide whether he wants to share his own information with other users, within the household, or not.

Consequently, we will look at the main cyber security challenges of living in a Smart Home, along with the security and privacy threats that are presented in Smart Home Devices today. The outcome of the research will be used to outline fundamental requirements needed to provide secure and confidential operations in Smart Homes, by providing the user the security rating label for each device used within their ecosystems.

The rest of the paper is structured as follow, in section II we highlight the key state of the art and related work. Section III provides a description of our proposed conceptual framework, with more details on the use of traffic light systems as key to device security nutrition labeling. The proof of concept of the framework is been presented and discussed in section IV, with key findings. Sections V concludes the paper with future research directions in terms of creating a moving target defense for zero trust security in a connected home ecosystem.

II. RELATED WORK

A major issue that will be addressed with the paper is the freedom of information currently being presented on the devices that we use every day. At the present, this information is being shown or heard without any regard to whom that information is related too. A number of studies have been conducted in reference to the effectiveness of warning labels on cigarettes and food products [13][15], etc. Purnehdi [20], has indicated that label effectiveness is contingent on the type of expected behavioral outcome. In response to these problems, Kelley et al [14], proposed a solution for creating an information design that improves the visual presentation and comprehensibility of privacy police viewed online. Their privacy label was inspired by a nutrition label which summarized website privacy policies.

It has been shown that displaying uncertain data visually enables users to understand better. This has been established on food nutrition labels [24]. Supermarkets and food manufacturers have helped users decide between products by using traffic light color-coded labels. Color-coded nutritional information, as shown in Figure 1, gives users at-a-glance information. By the glance, users can quickly see if the food has high (red), medium (orange) or low (green) amounts of fats, saturates, sugars and salt [18].

III. PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Based upon our research findings, the paper provides a road-map and a visual proposal has been designed for both users and manufacturers which identifies the key issues and vulnerabilities in Smart Devices. This design provides a solution to the key problems of this research which is to extend awareness for both stakeholders. Many users are unaware of what potential threats, vulnerabilities, and issues there are and how many of those Smart Devices contain. By displaying each security component in a red, orange and green color code, users will visually be able to see what risks the device has and whether it is safe to have in their home. Whilst this proposal will be beneficial for users purchasing Smart Devices, it will also help guide manufacturers to make better decisions when designing the product.

Following the food nutritional label, the security nutritional label key and colors are presented in Figure 2. The traffic light color system is well known to users around the world and has been utilized by other industries. Applying the system to our proposal, users can effectively understand what each color represents. In this approach, we are targeting a label system that educates the stakeholder on a safe use of the smart device and the potential risk that such devices can be to other users in the smart ecosystems as a whole.

Information on the label for Smart Devices includes:

- **Vulnerability:** This will show users an overall estimation of how vulnerable the device is. It will be shown considering the security and privacy aspects and the possible attacks the device is vulnerable to. It will also confirm whether there are default passwords and if so, advising users to change the password straight away.

- **Operating System (OS):** This will state the OS of the device and how vulnerable it is to attacks. It will show if the device updates are automatic or whether users have to update them themselves. A recommended timescale is given to show how often to look.

- **Privacy:** This will show how much confidential personal data is being collected and used by the manufacturers and third-parties.
• Threats: This will display the possible threats the device is vulnerable to.
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Figure 2. Key and for security food label

This design provides benefits for both users and manufacturers. At first glance, users can automatically see that this device is vulnerable and insecure due to the colors presented. The label informs the users briefly about what threats and privacy issues the device is susceptible to.
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Figure 3. Conceptual Model

Manufacturers will benefit from the use of these labels as it will make them more aware of the designing process. The nutritional label currently seen on food and drink makes users instantly aware as to how sugary it is or how much fat is contained from the colors presented on the label. This type of label on Smart Devices will aid in manufacturer sales whilst boosting user awareness. As manufacturers continuously improve their devices, the awareness will continuously grow until every user is fully aware of the current risks. Convenience will no longer be a priority for an average user. It is important to note that this design is a short-term solution for Smart Devices in homes, as smart technology is continuously evolving over time. Our proposed road-map is based on the conceptual model depicted in Figure 3 which is based on the principles of (VAR) corresponds to VISIBILITY, AWARENESS, and RESPONSE to facilitate a proactive device security nutrition labeling approve. Where we identified some vital contextual factors which have the influence to security risk rating of various devices based on the device features and installed 3rd part applications within the device as well as the context on which the device has been used.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT

As a proof of concept for our proposed road-map and conceptual module, we have developed an Android app that is able to dynamically analysis the contents of the devices that are installed on and is able to inform the user the risk rating or security nutrition label of the device. Where the app is able to dynamically deactivate the access to certain activities within the device and the ecosystem based on the overall security score/rating of the device. To achieve this we have considered the following key context and characteristics:

• Device OS,
• OS version,
• API,
• Security patch last updated,
• Days since the last update,
• Make Model,
• Screen size,
• is the device rooted?

This will then give a device security score. Device score is as follows, and has been worked out using metrics specified below:

• 1 -3 (Green / low-security risk)
• 4-5 (Amber/medium security risk)
• 6-10 (Red / high-security risk)

All devices start out with a score of 1 by default and the score is added to if risks are identified, such as:

• If the device is rooted - score = 6 (automatically high risk)
• If the device hasn’t had a security patch in 120 days or more - score = 4
• If the device security patch is over a month old, but not yet 3 months old - score = 3
• If the device OS is out of date (i.e. less than 8) - score = 4
• If the device OS is up to date, but not the latest API (i.e. if it is 8.0, not 8.1) - score = 3

The app also looks at the 3rd party apps installed on the phone and their permissions and how many have 40% or more
The end user (admin) can set either a website Figure 4 (C) or app Figure 5 (A) on their phone which is launched when they click the relevant button, assuming the button/activity has not been disabled due to their device score, screen size etc. Lastly, the end user can submit their device data to a Gmail account/form, this submits/lists all the information from the front screen along with how many potentially insecure 3rd party apps are on the device. This data is aim to be used as a training set for the future aspect of this prototype the immune systems depicted in the conceptual model presented in Figure 3.

V. CONCLUSION

IoT is undoubtedly transforming our daily lives by creating opportunities to live better and more efficiently. The increase of Smart Devices is transforming residential homes into Smart Homes. Sooner rather than later, every home will evolve into a Smart Home due to the numerous benefits they provide. However, whilst the benefits of Smart Homes may outweigh the problems for users it is important to address the security-related challenges and concerns within this domain. We have provided a brief description and analysis of the issues of smart device, and the main contribution of our paper is in term of providing a conceptual framework and road-map to a more secure devices security ecosystems based on lessons learned from nutrition labels in both food and tobacco industries. The next step of this paper is to provide a proof of concept that will demonstrate the effectiveness of this framework and roadmap to the cyber security ecosystems of smart spaces while highlighting the benefits of the road-map to the three-fold contribution/aims of the paper. This will further be enhanced by providing a proof of concept and more intelligent zero-trust framework for CyberSDnL.
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